WRSF Annual “Jahres-Sieger” Conformation Show
Sunday October 11, 2009 Ventura, CA.
Judge Ms. Anja Kopp
(Please fill out 1 application per dog entry)
Sex Male______ Female_______

Puppy
Youth
Breed
Open
Working**
Senior**
Honor**

Age: _______
Age: _______

Color Black________ Pepper/Salt_______

** Please read all rules first **
Circle One Class
DOB: ________
DOB: ________

Catalog/Armband #

Title ________________________
Age: _______
DOB: ________
Cert: ________________________

Dog’s Registered Name _________________________________________________________________
Titles/Rating Held _____________________________________________________________________
Registration # _____________________________________ WRSF PSK AKC Other (circle one)
Breeder _______________________________________________________________________________
Sire __________________________________________________________________________________
Dam _________________________________________________________________________________
Owner ________________________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________ State ____________________ Zip __________________
Phone ___________________________________ Email ______________________________________
I understand that this event will be conducted pursuant to the current rules and regulations administered by the Working
Riesenschnauzer Federation. I agree to abide by these rules and regulations. I understand and agree to be fully responsible
for the action of said dog and any and all dogs that I bring to this event. I agree to indemnify and hold harmless the
Working Riesenschnauzer Federation, property owners, and any other persons sponsoring this event, for loss or injury by
my actions or the actions of my dog(s) either directly or indirectly, to any person or thing. I agree to assume all
responsibilities and/or liability from any clain arising out of such conduct.

Authorized Agent/Owner _________________________________________________________
Date __________________ Phone# __________________________________________________

Entry Fee $30
Entries Close Sunday October 11, 2009 7am
(Pre-Entries are Required for Inclusion in the 2009 Catalogue)
Mail Completed Entries and Fee payable to the WRSF to:
Brenda Nyx
c/o WRSF Conformation Show
14008 S. Dagmar Avenue
Los Angeles, CA. 90061
Tel: (310) 538-3282

Visit WWW.SCHNAUZERFEST.COM for more information

Official WRSF Annual “Jahres-Sieger” Conformation Show
Explanation of Rules, Ratings, & Protocol
Complete information is required for each dog entered
All classes are divided by Sex, Color, and Age on the day of competition, except where noted below
Spayed, Neutered, or “In Season” Riesenschnauzers are not allowed entry to the conformation event
Each participant will receive a copy of the Evaluation and Certificate of Rating at the show or mailed after the event is finished.
Classes offered:
Puppy
Youth
Breed
Open
**Working
**Senior
**Honor

from 5 months up to 9 months
from 9 months up to 18 months
Breedable age, 18 months and over, owned and shown by the breeder
Breedable age, 18 months and older
Must have either a SchH, VPG, DPO, IPO,WPO title (BH or any certificates do not count) titles must be
listed on entry form
7 years of age and over not eligible for Honor class
Over Breedable age, 1 time V rating in a WRSF, PSK, or FCI Show

Judging Evaluation:
Puppy Class
not officially ranked
only evaluations given
VV = Very Promising
VSP = Promising
WV = Show Little Promise
Best Puppy in each Sex/Color will be named: “2009 Jahres-Jungsten-Sieger & Siegerin”
Youth Class
Will be ranked 1st through 4th where there is a multiple entry and Rated
V = Excellent
SG = Very Good
G = Good
GGD = Sufficient
NGGD = Not Sufficient
The V1 winner in each sex and color will be named: “2009 Jahres-Jugend-Sieger & Siegerin”
Breed, Open, & Working Classes
Ranked 1st through 4th where there is a multiple entry and Rated
V = Excellent
SG = Very Good
G = Good
GGD = Sufficient
NGGD = Not Sufficient
1st place winners in each sex and color from Working Class will be named “2009 Jahres-Gebrauchshund-Sieger & Siegerin”
Senior and Honor Classes
Not Rated will be ranked 1st through 4th where there is multiple entry
1st place winners in each sex and color from the Senior Class will be named “2009 Jahres-Senior-Sieger & Siegerin”
1st place winners in each sex and color from the Honor Class will be named “2009 Jahred-Ehren-Sieger & Siegerin”
The V1 Winners in each sex and color from Youth, Breed, Open, and Working classes and the 1st place from the Senior and
Honor classes will compete for the “Jahres-Sieger & Siegerin”
One Best Dog and One Best Bitch of the year for each color will be awarded
Show Protocol
This show will be held outdoors regardless of weather. Appropriate clothing and footwear for running is recommended (rain
gear, water for your dog and shade cover is advisable)
There will be NO Dog Grooming at Show Site
The judge will decide based on Entry size if/when there will be a lunch break
Dogs must be shown on a loose lead: using a slip type collar or fur saver (chain, leather or fabric) and a 6’ ft lead (leash doesn’t
need to be on the “dead ring”)
NO double handling from outside the ring
Stacking and food baiting is strongly discouraged
Dogs will be moved generously to evaluate movement and condition (change of handler is permitted)
Teeth will be examined for correct alignment and dentition. Structure as well as Character, Temperament, and Physical
Condition will be evaluated.
Please be ready when class is called into the ring. The Judge will look at the class as a group then direct the handlers to move
the dogs around the ring at a brisk trot one or more times. The must move freely on a loose leash. Any dog, which acts
aggressive towards the handler or Judge or exhibits extreme shyness preventing examination, will be excused.
After the Judge physically examines each entry he/she will direct the handler how to move the dog as well as when to return to
the end of the line up.
After the last entry is fully examined the Judge will move the entire class around the ring (usually this is the time the physical
condition is examined and will require the dog and handler to maintain an extended amount of time at a brisk trotting pace.) If
a handler becomes tired they are allowed to “hand off” the dog to a 2nd handler. Please be careful not to impede the dog’s
movement. If the dog appears to be tired the Judge (at his/her discretion) will motion the entry to the side of the ring. The
Judge may arrange placing before reading the evaluations.
All awards will be presented in the ring after evaluations at the end of each class
At the end of the Risenschnauzer judging Miniature and Standard Schnauzers are eligible for individual evaluation and
critiques. There are no awards, but a memento may be given in appreciation of their support.

